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Abstract

Magnetic phase diagrams of body-centered cubic and face-centered cubic Fe–Ni alloys were constructed using available experimental
data and ab initio calculations. The results show that significant improvements in the “standard” diagrams (handbooks and CALPHAD
databases) are required. The present work demonstrates that the CALPHAD magnetic model is not sophisticated enough to describe the
Fe–Ni system. In addition, a new thermodynamic description of the lattice stability for pure Ni is urgently needed, since the recom-
mended magnetic properties for CALPHAD modeling are distinct from the experimental and ab initio results. This work indicates that
the construction of magnetic phase diagrams is indispensable during the phase transformation study of magnetic systems.
� 2010 Acta Materialia Inc. Published by Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Because of their anomalous low thermal coefficient, the
Invar alloys have attracted many investigations. It is well
known that the anomalous physical properties of Invar
alloys are closely related to their magnetic properties [1]. In
addition, being an important component in steels, there are
many studies of the thermodynamics for this binary. Also,
investigation of the martensitic transformation in the Fe-rich
part could benefit from the present study of the magnetism of
Fe–Ni alloys (see Ref. [2] and references therein).

The Fe–Ni phase diagram has been constructed by the
CALPHAD (CALculation of PHAse Diagram) commu-
nity [3–6] and reviewed in the ASM handbooks [7,8]. As
far as the present authors know, these have been consid-
ered “standard” references in all subsequent studies and
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also adopted in numerous thermodynamic databases. In
spite of extensive thermodynamic investigations, a study
on the magnetic phase diagram of the Fe–Ni binary is still
lacking. Those constructed in the handbooks [7,8], which
focus only on temperatures >500 K, are not acceptable,
as will be shown later. In addition, not enough attention
has been paid to the metastable phase regions. Therefore,
it is interesting to perform an ab initio study on Fe–Ni
alloys to complement the reported experiments. The pres-
ent study will construct the magnetic Fe–Ni phase diagram
for the ferromagnetic and paramagnetic states, and also
reveal that the magnetic model used in the CALPHAD
approach needs to be improved.
2. Experimental data

First, a thorough literature survey was performed on the
measurement of the magnetic transition temperature (T*)
and the mean magnetic moment (�b) of the Fe–Ni body-cen-
tered cubic (bcc) and face-centered cubic (fcc) alloys for
magnetic transition among antiferromagnetic, ferromag-
rights reserved.
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Fig. 1. Comparison between calculated and experimental magnetic transition temperatures of the fcc phase. The small sub-figure at the bottom right
shows the evaluated martensitic transformation curve [2] (black solid line) and the model-predicted T0 line according to the SSOL database (green dashed
line) [38] and this work (red chained line). The magnetic parameters adopted in the SSOL database are taken from the work by Jansson [3]. (For
interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

Fig. 2. Comparison of �b of the fcc Fe–Ni alloys at the ferromagnetic state. The small sub-figure on the right-hand side illustrates the variation in �b in the
ferromagnetic state with Ni composition. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of
this article.)
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netic and paramagnetic states. All the available experimental
data are summarized in Figs. 1–4. It is noted that ab initio
calculations of �b for the fcc alloys in the ferromagnetic state
were performed recently by James et al. [9] using the coherent



Fig. 3. Curie temperature of the bcc Fe–Ni alloys. Blue chained line corresponds to the evaluation in the handbooks [7,8] according to Refs. [39,40]. (For
interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

Fig. 4. �b of the bcc Fe–Ni alloys at the ferromagnetic states. Blue chained line stands for the evaluation in the handbooks [7,8] according to Refs. [39,40].
(For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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potential approximation (CPA) in combination with a linear
muffin-tin orbitals basis set.

Apparently, the largest divergence of the experimental
TC (the Curie temperature) of the fcc alloys belongs to
those with Ni content <30 at.%. It is true that measure-
ments on the metastable fcc alloys are difficult. In the
experiments, the alloys are quenched from high tempera-
tures in the stable fcc region, and later subjected to mag-
netic determination for TC and �b. As shown in Fig. 1, the
alloys with MS (martensite start temperature) >300 K con-
tain <30 at.% Ni. According to the experiments by Gol-
ovchiner [10], during martensitic transformation, the
phase transition-induced elastic stresses can lead to an
increase in the lattice parameter of the (c-fcc) phase
because of its coherent bond with the lattice of ferrite. As
a consequence, it is quite important to suppress the mar-
tensitic transformations in the samples. In the work of Bol-
ling et al. [11], the interstitially dissolved carbon was used
to inhibit the martensitic transformation and fortuitously
increase the propensity for ferromagnetism. Linear extrap-
olation to zero carbon was used to achieve TC and �b as
given in Fig. 1. In the work of Asano [12], as another pos-
sibility to circumvent the martensitic transformation, finely
grained Fe–Ni particles were used because of their lower
MS temperatures compared with bulk alloys, but the anti-
ferromagnetic clusters were formed in the ferromagnetic
matrix. Therefore, the magnetic two-phase state was
retained up to higher temperatures [12], as shown in
Fig. 1, and is obviously inconsistent with the other experi-
mental data [13–16].

In Fig. 2, apart from Ref. [12], it is found that there are no
other measurements on �b performed for alloys with Ni con-
tent <27 at.%. However, the ab initio calculations by James
et al. [9] indicates that the transition from ferromagnetism to
antiferromagnetism at the ground state is expected to be at
25 at.% Ni, the same as for T* discussed above.

In the case of bcc alloys, as shown in Fig. 3, experimentally
measured TC data are scarce. Therefore, it is very hard to
make any judgment about the accuracy of the work by Pes-
chard [17]. In contrast, there are more measurements on �b, as
shown in Fig. 4. Experimental data show a maximum of �b in
the vicinity of 9 at.% Ni. It is worth mentioning that the sta-
ble bcc phase region is quite limited according to the phase
diagram shown in Fig. 5. Therefore, the values of �b are deter-
mined mainly from the Ni thin films, which grow on some
special substrates [18,19]. For example, in the work of Tian
et al. [19], the magnetic moment of bcc Ni was determined
from the Ni thin films by epitaxial growth on the GaAs single
crystal substrate with {0 0 1} parallel to the surface.
Although the experimental �b in Fig. 4 are scattered, it is
noticed that the experimental data for alloys with �35 at.%
Ni by Peschard [17] are lower than the rest. In order to make
an impartial judgment on the experimental TC of Peschard
[17], ab initio calculations were performed on �b for a series
of bcc alloys in the ferromagnetic state. The available ab ini-
tio calculations by James et al. [9] for three compositions are
considered too limited.
3. Ab initio calculations

The present ab initio calculations are based on the density
functional theory [20] formulated within the Perdew–Burke–
Ernzerhof generalized gradient approximation for the
exchange–correlation functional [21]. The Kohn–Sham
equations [22] are solved using the exact muffin-tin orbitals
(EMTO) method [23–25], and for the total energy calcula-
tion the full charge density technique is used [24,26]. The
substitutional disorder is treated within the CPA
[24,27,28]. The EMTO approach ensures the accuracy
needed for the calculation of the anisotropic lattice distor-
tions in random alloys. In the present application, the one-
electron equations are solved within the scalar-relativistic
and soft core approximations. The Green function is calcu-
lated for 16 complex energy points distributed exponentially
on a semicircular contour. The EMTO basis set includes p, d

and f orbitals (lmax = 3), and in the one-center expansion of
the full charge density, lh

max ¼ 8 is used. All calculations are
performed for ferromagnetic bcc alloys. About 2000 uni-
formly distributed k-points are used in the irreducible wedge
of the bcc Brillouin zone. The electrostatic correction to the
single-site CPA was described using the screened impurity
model [29] with a screening parameter of 0.6. For the Fe–
Ni alloy considered, the potential sphere radius was chosen
to be equal to the corresponding average atomic sphere
radius. All calculations were performed for static lattice
(neglecting the phonon contributions).

Using the EMTO method, the magnetic moments of the
random ferromagnetic bcc Fe1�xNix (0 6 x 6 1) were cal-
culated as a function of the chemical composition. At each
concentration x, the theoretical equilibrium lattice param-
eter a(x) was derived from an exponential Morse-type func-
tion [30] fitted to the ab initio total energies calculated for
seven different atomic volumes. Then the magnetic moment
of Fe1�xNix was obtained at the corresponding equilibrium
lattice constant.

The magnetic moment of alloy component a within the
Wigner–Seitz cell is calculated. The spin density of compo-
nent a on site Q with spin S is na

QSðrÞ, where r stands for the
real space vector. The corresponding magnetic moment
density is the difference between the spin density with spin
up and the one with spin down, namely, ma

QSðrÞ ¼ na
Q"ðrÞ�

na
Q#ðrÞ. The magnetic moment for component a on site Q is

obtained by integrating ma
QSðrÞ within the Wigner–Seitz

cell, �bQ
a ¼

R
XQ ma

QSðrÞdr. Then the total magnetic moment
of the alloy is defined as the average of magnetic moments
of the alloy components, �bQ ¼

P
a

ca � ba
Q, where c is the

impurity concentration.
The present calculated average magnetic moments are

shown in Fig. 4 and listed in Table 1, together with the
equilibrium lattice parameters and individual magnetic
moments. It is found that the value of �b for Fe1�xNix alloys
increases monotonously with Ni concentration up to
�7.5 at.%. Above this limit, �b decreases almost linearly
from the maximum of 2.40lB at Fe0.925Ni0.075 to 0.57lB

corresponding to pure bcc Ni. The magnetic moment of



Fig. 5. Comparison of the calculated phase diagram under 1200 K between this work and the SSOL database. (For interpretation of the references to
colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

Table 1
The present ab initio equilibrium lattice parameter, mean magnetic
moments and site projected magnetic moments for ferromagnetic bcc Fe–
Ni alloys.

x (Ni) a (nm) �b ðlBÞ bFe (lB) bNi (lB)

0 0.28368 2.282 2.282 –
0.02 0.28428 2.328 2.357 0.912
0.04 0.28487 2.369 2.430 0.907
0.05 0.28514 2.383 2.461 0.905
0.075 0.28569 2.396 2.518 0.895
0.10 0.28602 2.371 2.538 0.868
0.25 0.28577 2.144 2.607 0.753
0.30 0.28547 2.054 2.623 0.726
0.50 0.28422 1.668 2.689 0.646
0.60 0.28353 1.462 2.729 0.617
0.70 0.28279 1.244 2.771 0.590
0.75 0.28241 1.139 2.798 0.586
0.80 0.28202 1.027 2.823 0.578
0.90 0.28120 0.793 2.867 0.562
0.99 0.28050 0.589 2.908 0.566
1.00 0.28041 0.566 – 0.566
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the Fe component is found to increase monotonously with
increasing Ni concentration from 2.28lB for pure bcc Fe to
2.91lB corresponding to Fe0.01Ni0.99. Compared with the
obvious decreasing behavior of the average magnetic
moment of ferromagnetic bcc Fe1�xNix alloys, the individ-
ual change in the magnetic moment of Ni is relatively
small. The magnetic moment of Ni decreases slightly from
the maximum of 0.91lB at Fe0.98Ni0.02 to 0.62lB at
Fe0.4Ni0.6. The magnetic moment of the Ni component
remains almost constant (�0.58lB) in the Ni concentration
range 0.6 6 x 6 1.

The present ab initio results confirm the experimental
finding by Crangle and Hallam [14], Peschard [17] and Bar-
dos et al. [31], namely that �bbcc reaches a maximum value of
�2.3lB at �9 at.% Ni.

4. CALPHAD modeling

4.1. Magnetic model

Before comparing the available CALPHAD modeling
with experimental and ab initio data, it is necessary briefly
to introduce the magnetic model currently used in the
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CALPHAD approach. The Gibbs energy of a solution
phase u, such as fcc and bcc, is expressed as:

Gu
m ¼ xFe � oGu

Fe þ xNi � oGu
Ni þ RT ðxFe ln xFe þ xNi ln xNiÞ

þ exGu
m þ magGu

m ð1Þ

where oGu
Fe and oGu

Ni are the Gibbs energy in the u state of
pure Fe or Ni, respectively. The third term in Eq. (1) cor-
responds to the contribution to Gibbs energy from the
ideal entropy of mixing, the fourth term to the excess Gibbs
energy, and the last term to the magnetic contribution, gi-
ven by the following equation:

magGu
m ¼ RT � ln �bu þ 1

� �
� gðsÞ ð2Þ

where s is T/T*, T* being TC (the Curie temperature) for
ferromagnetic materials or TN (the Néel temperature) for
antiferromagnetic materials. The contributions to the
Gibbs energy due to magnetic transitions are thus modeled
separately. T* and �b for different phase are described as
functions of composition using the Redlich–Kister polyno-
mial [32], i.e.,

T u
� ¼ T u

�;Fe � xFe þ T u
�;Ni � xNi

þ xFexNi a0 þ a1ðxFe � xNiÞ þ a2ðxFe � xNiÞ2
h

þ � � � þ aiðxFe � xNiÞi
i

ð3Þ

�bu ¼ bu
Fe � xFe þ bu

Ni � xNi

þ xFexNi b0 þ b1ðxFe � xNiÞ þ b2ðxFe � xNiÞ2
h

þ � � � þ biðxFe � xNiÞi
i

ð4Þ

where T u
�;Fe and T u

�;Ni are the Curie/Néel temperatures for
Fe and Ni, respectively. These are normally taken from
the SGTE (Scientific Group Thermodata Europe) collec-
tion of the element properties [33]. a and b are the con-
stants in the Redlich–Kister polynomial term used to fit
experimental T* and �b.

In Eq. (2), g(s) is a simplified function depending on
structure.

gðsÞ ¼
1� 1

A
79�s�1

140�p þ 474
497
� 1

p � 1
� �

s3

6
þ s9

135
þ s15

600

� �h i
; s < 1

� 1
A

s�5

10
þ s�15

315
þ s�25

1500

� �
; s P 1

8><
>:

ð5Þ
with

A ¼ 518

1125
þ 11692

15975
� 1

p
� 1

� �
ð6Þ

in which p is an empirical constant related to structure [34].
It also stands for the ratio of the energy contributions to
the magnetic enthalpy below and above the critical temper-
ature T*. In CALPHAD modeling, p = 0.4 for bcc crystals,
and p = 0.28 for fcc and hcp crystals.

It is worth mentioning that, in the CALPHAD model, an
antiferromagnetic factor of �3 for fcc and �1 for bcc is
adopted. This treatment can be traced back to Tauer and
Weiss [35,36], who found a phenomenological equation
between T* and �b for bcc, fcc and hcp phases of 3d transition
alloys. By introducing this type of antiferromagnetic factor
(also called the Weiss factor), the Redlich–Kister polyno-
mial can be used as a continuous function spanning the
whole composition range to fit T* and �b. However, one
should remember that the above magnetic model proposed
by Inden [34] and modified by Hillert and Jarl [37] only con-
siders the ferromagnetic, but not antiferromagnetic order-
ing. Therefore, the empirical Weiss factor is just a
numerical treatment without any sound physical meaning.

4.2. Available descriptions

In the CALPHAD modeling of a magnetic system, the
first step is to perform a comprehensive literature review
considering the reported experimental data. Then, the Red-
lich–Kister polynomial will be employed to describe T* and
�b, followed by the optimization of the chemical energy of
individual phases.

So far, there are at least four sets of CALPHAD-type
parameters for describing T* and �b of the Fe–Ni system,
which are listed in Table 2. The first is reported by Jansson
[3] in the thermodynamic description of the Cu–Fe–Ni sys-
tem. It has been widely used in many commercial thermo-
dynamic databases, e.g., the SSOL database (SGTE Alloy
Solutions Database) released by SGTE [38]. Later, a reas-
sessment of the Cu–Fe–Ni system was carried out by Ser-
vant et al. [4], but the description of magnetism has not
been changed. The second is from the evaluation by
Swartzendruber et al. [39,40]. It was later adopted in two
important handbooks of phase diagrams, the ASM Hand-

book for Phase Diagrams [8] and Phase Diagrams of Binary

Nickel Alloys [7]. Recently, a review on the Fe–Ni–Ti sys-
tem was performed by De Keyzer et al. [5], and the param-
eters describing the magnetism were modified for the bcc
phase of the Fe–Ni system. In Table 2, one can easily find
that the description of the Fe–Ni system was modified fur-
ther after the publication by De Keyzer et al. [5], with
another version of parameter sets by Cacciamani et al. [6].

5. Discussion

It is discussed in this section that the first parameter set
for the Fe–Ni system in the CALPHAD modeling by Jans-
son [3] cannot reproduce the experimental magnetic phase
diagram. Nowadays, it is not clear why such a disagree-
ment between modeling and experiment was accepted.
But one possible reason is that the initial assessment of
the Fe–Ni system lacked experimental and theoretical
information (as mentioned in the book by Lukas et al.
[41], p. 94), and it was not corrected in the later CALP-
HAD modeling, possibly because there was more interest
in the high-temperature ranges. But realizing that the prob-
lem persists in the most recent publications on Fe–Ni by
De Keyzer et al. [5] and Cacciamani et al. [6], the present
authors felt that the present work was necessary.



Table 2
The thermodynamic description of T

*
and �b for the Fe–Ni system from literature and the present work. There are no thermodynamic parameters used for

the bcc phase in Ref. [3].

Phase Parameters for T
*

and �b Reference

fcc T fcc
� ¼ �201 � xFe þ 633 � xNi þ xFexNi 2133� 682ðxFe � xNiÞ½ � [3,5]

�bfcc ¼ �2:1 � xFe þ 0:52 � xNi þ xFexNi 9:55þ 7:23ðxFe � xNiÞ þ 5:93ðxFe � xNiÞ2 þ 6:18ðxFe � xNiÞ3
h i

T fcc
� ¼ �201 � xFe þ 633 � xNi þ xFexNi½2200� 700ðxFe � xNiÞ � 800ðxFe � xNiÞ2� [6]

�bfcc ¼ �2:1 � xFe þ 0:52 � xNi þ xFexNi½10þ 8ðxFe � xNiÞ þ 4ðxFe � xNiÞ2�
T fcc
� ¼ �80 � xFe þ 627:4 � xNi þ xFexNi½2040:5� 1250ðxFe � xNiÞ � 2627ðxFe � xNiÞ2 � 1784ðxFe � xNiÞ3� [39]

�bfcc ¼ �1:59 � xFe þ 0:62 � xNi þ xFexNi½8:644þ 7:691ðxFe � xNiÞ
þ4:435ðxFe � xNiÞ2 þ 0:585ðxFe � xNiÞ3�

T fcc
� ¼ �201 � xFe þ 625 � xNi þ xFexNi½2295:6� 448:8ðxFe � xNiÞ � 1186:0ðxFe � xNiÞ2 � 4367:6ðxFe � xNiÞ3

�8658:1ðxFe � xNiÞ4 � 5671:0ðxFe � xNiÞ5
This work

�bfcc ¼ �2:1 � xFe þ 0:62 � xNi þ xFexNi½10:186þ 8:834ðxFe � xNiÞ � 4:006ðxFe � xNiÞ2 � 24:828ðxFe � xNiÞ3 � 18:686ðxFe � xNiÞ4�
bcc T bcc

� ¼ 1043 � xFe þ 575 � xNi [3]
�bbcc ¼ 2:22 � xFe þ 0:85 � xNi

T bcc
� ¼ 1043 � xFe þ 575 � xNi þ xFexNi½�1000� 1500ðxFe � xNiÞ� [5]

�bbcc ¼ 2:22 � xFe þ 0:85 � xNi þ xFexNi½1þ 1:6ðxFe � xNiÞ�
�bbcc ¼ 2:22 � xFe þ 0:85 � xNi þ xFexNi½�0:5þ 3:5ðxFe � xNiÞ� [6]a

T bcc
� ¼ 1043 � xFe þ xFexNi½�757:6þ 1946ðxFe � xNiÞ þ 2153ðxFe � xNiÞ2 � 2779ðxFe � xNiÞ3� [39]

�bbcc ¼ 2:22 � xFe þ xFexNi½1:176þ 1:445ðxFe � xNiÞ þ 2:275ðxFe � xNiÞ2 � 2:042ðxFe � xNiÞ3�
T bcc
� ¼ 1043 � xFe þ 456 � xNi þ 385:8xFexNi This work

�bbcc ¼ 2:22 � xFe þ 0:52 � xNi þ xFexNi½1:0177þ 0:5144ðxFe � xNiÞ þ 1:0733ðxFe � xNiÞ2 þ 1:0314ðxFe � xNiÞ3�
a In Ref. [6], the parameters for describing the Curie temperature of the bcc alloys are the same as in Ref. [5].
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5.1. Lattice stability of Ni

As shown in Figs. 1–4, none of the above descriptions
for Fe–Ni alloys are in agreement with the experimental
data [10–18,42–53] or the present ab initio calculations.
More seriously, even the lattice stability for Ni in the
SGTE compilation [33] needs to be reassessed.

In Table 3, the experimental magnetic transition temper-
atures and magnetic moment of pure Fe and Ni [14,19,
54–59] are compared with the evaluation by SGTE [33]
and Swartzendruber et al. [39]. It was found that the rec-
ommended value of TC and b for bcc Ni by SGTE [33]
needs to be revised as a result of the experiments by Tian
et al. [19]. In addition, according to the experiments
[14,59], the present value of b for fcc Ni seems to be under-
estimated in the SGTE compilation [33], while the value of
TC is overestimated. In view of the experimental data, the
recommended magnetic properties for Fe and Ni are
denoted in Figs. 1–4.
Table 3
Comparison of the magnetic properties (TC, TN and b) of pure elements,
Fe and Ni, between experiments and evaluation.

Element Magnetic
property

Value and reference

SGTE
[33]

Ref.
[39]

Experiments

Fe T fcc
N ðKÞ 67 26.6 8 [56], 55 [54], 67

[55]
bfcc (lB) 0.7 0.53 0.7 [56], 0.75 [55]
T bcc

C ðKÞ 1043 1043 1043 [57]
bbcc (lB) 2.22 2.22 2.22 [58]

Ni T fcc
C ðKÞ 633 627.4 625 [59]

bfcc (lB) 0.52 0.62 0.62 [14]
T bcc

C ðKÞ 575 0 456 [19]
bbcc (lB) 0.85 0 0.52 [19]
5.2. Comparison of the bcc magnetic phase diagram

As shown in Figs. 3 and 4, in the work of Swartzendruber
et al. [39], TC and b of bcc Ni are set to 0, which is obviously
unreasonable. Consequently, there is no physical meaning
for the parameter used in Ref. [39]. According to the present
ab initio calculations, the experimental �bbcc reported by Pes-
chard [17] are much too low compared with the rest of the
experimental data [14,18,31]. Therefore, the TC determined
by Peschard [17] also seems lower than the intrinsic temper-
atures. As shown in Table 2, new sets of parameters have
been applied in the work of De Keyzer et al. [5] and Caccia-
mani et al. [6] to describe the magnetic phase diagram for the
bcc phase. However, the modification of the magnetic
parameters, which generates minima of the curve for T bcc

�
and �bbcc, is not supported by any experimental data, as
shown in Figs. 3 and 4. In the present work, a set of param-
eters has been optimized to describe the magnetic properties
of Fe–Ni alloys. Because reliable data for TC of bcc Fe–Ni
alloys >10 at.% Ni are lacking, there is no strong change in
curvature for the TC curve assessed in Fig. 3. However, the
maximum of �bbcc was reproduced in the present parameter
set. It should be mentioned that the experimental data for
T bcc

C and �bbcc of Tian et al. [19], rather than the SGTE compi-
lation [33], are adopted to generate the CALPHAD-type
parameters in this work.

5.3. Comparison of the fcc magnetic phase diagram

In the case of fcc, as discussed above, according to Fig. 1
the precise composition for the kink of the Curie tempera-
ture curve at 0 K is difficult to determine. However, accord-
ing to the ab initio calculations by James et al. [9] given in
Fig. 2, the magnetic state will have a transition between



Table 4
Thermodynamic parameters of bcc and fcc phases for the low-temperature
phase equilibria in this worka.

Phase: bcc, Model (Fe, Ni)
0Lbcc

Fe;Ni ¼ �5206:51þ 12:3255 � T 1Lbcc
Fe;Ni ¼ 10225:35� 17:7901 � T

Phase: fcc, model (Fe, Ni)
0Lfcc

Fe;Ni ¼ �9348:94þ 0:3899 � T 1Lfcc
Fe;Ni ¼ �21135:90� 18:5598 � T

a In J/mol atom, temperature in Kelvin. The Gibbs energy for the pure
elements are from the SGTE compilation [33]. Parameters for the
description of magnetic properties can be found in Table 2.
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ferromagnetism and antiferromagnetism at 25 at.% Ni,
which is reasonable in consideration of the experimental
TC and �b. Although great efforts were made to fit the exper-
imental T* and �b for the fcc phase, there is no chance of
achieving a reasonable description within the frame of
the present CALPHAD magnetic model. As illustrated in
the bottom right-hand sub-figure in Fig. 2, the slope of
the �bfcc curve dramatically decreases with decreasing Ni
content starting from 45 at.% Ni. The description of the
sharp slope change in the T* and �b curves is absolutely
beyond the capability of the Redlich–Kister polynomial.
In this work, a temporary parameter set is optimized in
Table 2 to describe the magnetic properties of the fcc phase
in the form of Redlich–Kister polynomial. However, as
shown in Fig. 1, if a good fit of T fcc

C is obtained with a kink
at 23 at.% Ni, the Redlich–Kister polynomial will show an
arched curve in the antiferromagnetic region. To the best of
the authors’ knowledge, there is no convincing measured
TN for Fe–Ni alloys. In addition, as mentioned in the pre-
vious section, the present CALPHAD magnetic model
could not reasonably describe the antiferromagnetic order-
ing. Therefore, it is better to fit the experimental data in the
ferromagnetic region by sacrificing the description of anti-
ferromagnetic region.

In addition, it is difficult to adjust the position of the
kink higher than 23 at.% Ni during optimization, and at
the same time keep the smooth shape of the T fcc

� curve
and a maximum T fcc

N lower than room temperature. More
seriously, it is found that a perfect fit to the experimental
�bfcc is impossible even for the composition region from
23 to 100 at.% Ni, keeping in mind that the change in mag-
netic states at ground state requires that the kinks of the
curves for T* and �b should be located at the same compo-
sition. Within the frame of the CALPHAD magnetic
model, the best fit to �bfcc is shown as a red solid curve in
Fig. 2. It is apparent that this curve is not smooth at all
>60 at.% Ni. It should be noted that the problems during
the fitting to T fcc

� and �bfcc originate from the Redlich–Kister
polynomial itself, and it is understandable that the numer-
ous a and b parameters in Eqs. (3) and (4) will cause the
calculated curve to fluctuate.

Although the Redlich–Kister polynomial has already
been widely used in applied thermodynamics owing to
its successful description of the excess properties, such
as the Gibbs energy, it is now proved that this type of
polynomial is not suitable to describe the magnetic prop-
erties of the Fe–Ni system. In fact, the reason for using
the Redlich–Kister polynomial to describe T* and �b in
the CALPHAD model is to make all the equations of
magnetic properties optimize in a uniform way as the
excess Gibbs energy. This also facilitates the description
of multi-component cases. Nevertheless, finding some
other mathematical form to describe T* and �b is not
easy, owing to the dramatic variation in the curvature
of the Fe–Ni system.

Despite the weakness of the CALPHAD magnetic
model, the present authors are aware that magnetic phase
diagrams were not well studied in many thermodynamic
models of magnetic systems. For instance, as pointed out
recently in work by Xiong et al. [60], the magnetic phase
diagrams of the Fe–Cr system were found to be incorrectly
described. However, such an incorrect description has been
widely used to establish many multi-component databases.

5.4. Prediction of the T0 line

It is now interesting to investigate the consequence of
the revised description of the magnetic phase diagrams.
In Fig. 1, T0, the temperature at which fcc and bcc of the
sample composition would have the same Gibbs energy,
is calculated using the SSOL database [38]. The curves of
T0 and MS temperature will cross each other, which is
apparently unacceptable, because this means that the mar-
tensitic transformation in the alloys with Ni content higher
than the crossing point does not require any driving force.
In addition, the T0 line will not decrease monotonically. It
is known that T0 is difficult to measure, but can only be
determined based on the thermodynamic description of
the system.

In this work, a set of CALPHAD-type parameters have
been assessed for the bcc and fcc phases incorporating the
modified magnetic parameters. The low-temperature phase
diagram was assessed to be the same as that calculated from
the SSOL database [38], which is shown in Fig. 5. The ther-
modynamic parameters describing the bcc and fcc phases
are listed in Table 4, and the parameters to describe T* and
�b can be obtained from Table 2. Owing to the modification
of the magnetic transition temperature of the fcc phase, the
Nishizawa horn will also change accordingly. However,
measurements on the reaction temperature of the monoeu-
tectoid reaction fcc(PM) M fcc(FM) + bcc(FM) (PM, para-
magnetic; FM, ferromagnetic) are scarce. Surprisingly, as a
consequence of changing the description of the magnetic
phase diagram, in Fig. 1, the model-predicted T0 line has a
significant shift to the Ni side without crossing the MS tem-
perature curve, and the T0 line will decrease monotonically
along the Ni content. Apparently, such an improvement is
due to better description of the magnetic phase diagrams.
One can conclude that the reasonable prediction of the T0

line requires a good description not only of phase equilibria,
but also of magnetic phase diagrams.

Furthermore, it should be kept in mind that the thermo-
dynamic model of lattice stability validated down to 0 K will
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be advantageous in the study of martensitic transformations
once the magnetic phase diagram is constructed correctly. It
is noteworthy that such an attempt has been made for pure
Fe in a recent work by Chen and Sundman [61].

6. Concluding remarks

1. Using the EMTO method, �b of a series of bcc alloys
were calculated, confirming a maximum in the vicinity
of 9 at.% Ni. In addition, the present ab initio calcula-
tions confirmed the recent experimental value of
0.52 ± 0.08lB for the magnetic moment of pure bcc Ni
in the ferromagnetic state [19].

2. According to this work, the lattice stability for pure Ni
in the SGTE compilation, which is now commonly
accepted by the CALPHAD community, needs to be
modified.

3. The magnetic Fe–Ni phase diagrams for fcc and bcc
phases were incorrectly constructed in previous CALP-
HAD modeling and ASM handbooks. The experimental
data show that the transition between antiferromagnet-
ism and ferromagnetism of the fcc phase will be at
25 at.% Ni.

4. It is demonstrated that the description of the magnetic
fcc phase diagram of Fe–Ni is beyond the capability of
the Redlich–Kister polynomial. Through this work,
one could envisage that an improved magnetic model
is urgently needed in order to extend the thermodynamic
description into low temperature ranges and fill up the
gap between CALPHAD and ab initio calculations.

5. The influence of the description on magnetic contribution
to Gibbs energy has been demonstrated by prediction of
the T0 line, which is the essential information for studying
martensitic transformation, but difficult to measure.
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